The purpose of this study is to show the influence that Lena Milam had on the development of music education and community music in Beaumont, Texas, from 1919 to 1955, the period during which she served as Supervisor of Music for the Beaumont Schools. It further shows that it was largely through her efforts that Beaumont developed a music education program, a civic involvement in music, and an awareness and appreciation of music that surpassed other Texas cities of comparable size during this period. Although the study was delimited to include only the developments in music education and community music as influenced by Dr. Milam, those organizations in which she was not involved are included, but in a summarized manner. Furthermore, due to Dr. Milam’s extensive participation in community music activities, the report is rather comprehensive in its treatment of Beaumont’s music development. It should be noted that music education in Beaumont’s black schools, although under the administration of Dr. Milam, is not included in this study due to a lack of sufficient documentation. The primary source of data used in the formulation of the study was a comprehensive collection of scrapbooks which were kept by Dr. Milam and donated to Beaumont’s Tyrell Historical Library following her death in 1984. These scrapbooks contain numerous newspaper articles, programs, personal letters, and other types of memorabilia. The findings of this study substantiate Lena Milam’s influence as paramount in the development of music education and community music in Beaumont. Dr. Milam’s state, national, and international influence is shown through her membership in numerous professional and music organizations, and her many appearances as lecturer, teacher and clinician. Considerable attention is given to the effects of the “Great Depression” and World War II on music education and community music in Beaumont.
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Music and society have always been intimately related. Music reflects and creates social conditions - including the factors that either facilitate or impede social change. The development of recording techniques in the latter half of the 20th century has revolutionized the extent to which most people have access to music. All kinds of music are... Further, we not only listen to music, we make it. This is reflected in the setting up of a development agency for participatory music making in the community called Sound Sense. This acts as a source of information and provides opportunities for the exchange of ideas in relation to all aspects of community music. Advertisements. Like this Applicants for the Master of Music in Music Education (Community Music option) must provide proof of either a Bachelor of Music degree in performance, music industry or music education or its equivalent from an accredited music program. Minimum GPA of 3.0. Candidates for admission must submit the required Graduate School application forms. Assessment | Biopsychology | Comparative | Cognitive | Developmental | Language | Individual differences | Personality | Philosophy | Social | Methods | Statistics | Clinical | Educational | Industrial | Professional items | World psychology | Psychology of music: Cognition - Ability - Training - Emotion. This article is in need of attention from a psychologist/academic expert on the subject. Please help recruit one, or improve this page yourself if you are qualified. This banner appears on articles.